Information Sheet

R Janis & Valle.
001 Daybook, 1856-1858.
One volume, 386 pages.

MICROFILM

This collection is available at The State Historical Society of Missouri. If you would like more information, please contact us at shsresearch@umsystem.edu.

This volume contains chronological account entries, listing purchaser and items purchased, for a general mercantile establishment in Ste. Genevieve, Missouri.

The daybook has daily entries, except Sundays, from (?) June 1856 to 9 December 1856. After that date there are sporadic entries, sometimes weekly, until 2 April 1858. There are neither an index nor pagination to the volume.
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Index Cards

Business records—Missouri—Sainte Genevieve
Business records—Missouri—Sainte Genevieve County
Janis & Vallé—Records and correspondence
Sainte Genevieve (Mo.)—History
Sainte Genevieve County (Mo.)—History
Vallé (and Janis). See Janis and Vallé